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F. JAVIER THAYER

Abstract. We examine the almost periodic part of the inner automorphism

group of 9>iH) arising from a representation of a locally compact abelian

group.

1. Introduction and notation. Let G be a locally compact group, and trx, it2

representations of G on Hubert spaces Wx, W2, respectively. For g E G and t

E ®(Wf, W2), let aig)t = tr2(g)t7Txig) . In [1] Arveson considers, for certain

representations of locally compact abelian groups on Banach spaces (includ-

ing the representation a just described), a general notion of spectral subspace

corresponding to a closed subset of the dual group. This generalizes the

concept of spectral projection for representations on Hilbert spaces. In this

note we extend these ideas somewhat considering the notions of containment

and disjointness for Banach space representations. Our interest in this is the

problem of determining the finite-dimensional representations contained in a.

This essentially is asking for the structure of the almost periodic part of a, i.e.

the subspace of {/: a(G)t is norm relatively compact}. For example if

7T, = 772 = 77 is the representation induced by a measure preserving action of

G on a measure space iX,p) and v has pure point spectrum, then the set of

almost periodic multiplication operators is weakly dense in the algebra of all

multiplications by bounded measurable functions. However is it possible to

have no almost periodic operators at all other than those in 77(G)' ? We give

an example to show this may occur if the spectral measure of 7r is sufficiently

nonsymmetric.

We refer to [2, 5.2, 5.3, 8.4] for the definitions and basic properties of

disjointness, quasi-equivalence and spectral measures of representations of

groups on Hilbert spaces.

If G is a topological group (we will henceforth refer only to "group"), a

representation of G on a Banach space V will be a morphism p of G into the

group of invertible contractions (ipso facto isometries) of ^>iV, V) with the

following continuity requirement (related to hypothesis 1.5 in [1]): there is a

coarser locally convex topology t on V such that p is continuous if <&>iV, V)

has the simple r-con vergence topology [in nets: ta -» / iff 'a£ -> i£ in t for all

£ E V]. We will use this condition in essentially only one place [Lemma 1]. If
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F is a Hubert space this continuity condition is equivalent to strong continu-

ity. If no confusion should arise we will say G acts on V omitting the datum it.

If G acts on W¡, i = I, ..., n + I, then the space of «-linear maps

Wx X ■ ■ ■ X Wn -> Wn+X, which we denote by %(WX ; ... ; Wn, Wn+X), carries the

canonical G action

(g •<*>)(!,,... ,y = g^g-'s,,... ̂ -'U

If t is a locally convex topology on Wn+X fulfilling the continuity requirement,

then it is a straightforward verification that simple t convergence in

%(WX ; ... ; Wn, Wn+X) fulfills the continuity requirement for the induced action.

We denote the space of elements in %(WX; ... ; Wn, Wn+X) fixed under this

action by %G(WX; ... ; Wn, Wn+X); we refer to its elements as the G intertwining

«-linear maps. Observe there is a canonical isomorphism %G(WX; W2, W¡)

-+ %(WX,%W2, WJ) given by b (-> {£, h> {|2 h> 6(1,, |2)}}.

If w¡, i = 1, 2, are representations of G on W¡, i = 1, 2, and Wx ® W2 is the

complete projective tensor product [6, III, 6.3], then there is a unique

representation 7r, ® w2 of G on Wx® W1 with the conditions (mx ® ir2(g))

■ (£, ® i2) = itx(g)ix ® ir2(g)i2. It is straightforward there is a unique repre-

sentation of the discrete version G of G with this property. If t, , t2 axe locally

convex topologies on Wx, W2, respectively, which fulfill the continuity require-

ment defined by seminorms {pa}, {pn}> then the seminormspa ® Pß [6, III, 6.3]

extend uniquely to continuous seminorms on Wx ® W2. It is easily verified that

this topology indeed satisfies the continuity requirement.

2. Spectral subspaces.

Definition 1. Let ir¡, i = 1, 2, be representations of the group G on

W¡,i= 1,2, respectively. We say irx is disjoint going into w^, c^n2) iff

%m,w2) = (o).

We denote by 5(7r,;7r2) (or-S^w,) if 7r2 is understood) the closed linear

span of the sets t(Wx) for / G ^C(WX, W2). This is somewhat different from

Arveson's definition of spectral subspace.

Proposition 1. Let V, W, Y be Banach spaces ttw, ttv, <nY representations of G

on V, W, Y, respectively. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) V$&(W, Y).

(b) There is no nonzero b E 9>G(V; W, Y).

(c) 7TK® TTwe>-nY.

Proof, (a) is equivalent to q>G(V,<&lW, Y)) s %(V; W, Y) = (0) which

is (b). On the other hand (c) is equivalent to %G(V ® W, Y) ss *G(K; W, Y)

= (0} which is (b).    D

Definition 2. If the conditions of Proposition 1 hold then we say

('Tr/,7rW/,'!7y) is a singular triple.
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In the following we consider G acting on <&(W,Y); Siirv) refers to this

action.

Proposition 2. Suppose irx, tr2 are representations of G on the Banach space

W, E a projection such that Ran E is 77, invariant, Ran (1 — E) is tt2 invariant.

If ttv is a representation of G on the Banach space V, Ran E is S(trv) invariant

#K"W1 lRan£>w2lRan(l-£)) " singular.

Proof. Denote by Wx, W2 the Banach space W with the action 77,,772,

respectively. Now Ran E is S(%) invariant iff for all t E %G(V,%WX, W2)),

(1 - E)tiV)E = 0. This means there is no t # 0 such that

t E «c(F3(Ran E, Ran (1 - £)))

where G acts on the subspaces Ran E, Ran (1 - E) by tt, |Ran£, ^¡Ranii-i)

respectively. This is the condition i"nv,irx iRanf'^lRanO-f)) De singular.    D

If G is a separable type 1 locally compact group, tt a unitary representation

of G on a separable Hilbert space 77, there is a Borel measure ¡u^ on the dual

G of G [2, 7.2.1] unique up to equivalence such that 77 « fG- <pdpv(<p) where

« denotes quasi-equivalence. irx ptr2 iff pv, ¡u^ are mutually singular. If we

denote by mx ®¡ -n2 the inner tensor product of wx, tr2 (acting on the Hilbert

space tensor product of the corresponding spaces), then for G commutative it

is known that pv ^ = u^ * pv where ' = ' is equivalence {see [4, Proposition

2.11] for the case G = R" although essentially the same reasoning is correct in

the general case}. Also if G is commutative 7r(G )" = L°(G , u^) so that we

may associate to each selfadjoint projection E E 77(G)" a unique (up to null

sets) Borel set t(it, E ) such that the image of E is the indicator function of

t(77,£). If F is a s.a. projection in 77(G)" then p^\E) — r\li{ir£)- F^lty if E

is a s.a. projection in 77(G)' and F is its central cover then tt\f « it\E. With

these remarks we will prove the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Let G be a separable L.C.A. group, 77,, 772 representations of G

on the space W. Then if E E trxiG)' D 772(G)' is a s.a. projection and tTv is a

representation of G on the finite-dimensional Hilbert space V, Ran E is Siirv)

invariant iff

fV * >\Hn.F)' rVrfo,//)

are singular where F, H are the central covers of E, 1 - E in 77, (G)', 772(G)',

respectively.

Proof. By the remarks preceding the proposition we have the equivalences:

/V®,(*i|£) * ¿V * \\tMF) — ÍV * \U^-F)'

Vlnll-E) S K^ri^.H)-

Thus 77K ®¡ (77[ IE ), 77211 - E are disjoint iff the measures from the two equiva-
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lences are disjoint. By Proposition 2 and the fact that the Hilbert space norm

and the projective norm on the algebraic tensor poduct V ® W are complete

and coincide because V is finite dimensional, we conclude the proof. □

3. Almost periodicity. If G is a topological group, mx, it2 representations of G

on a Banach space W, then we have seen a(g)t = TT2(t)tirx(g) is a represen-

tation of G on <3>(W); the strong operator topology on <&(W) fulfills the

continuity requirement. We now investigate the set of operators for which the

orbit a(G)t is relatively norm compact, i.e. is a-almost periodic. For clarity of

presentation we give a definition and lemma in the general context of G

actions on Banach spaces. The lemma is surely known although no direct

reference is available to us.

Definition 3. Let G be a topological group, <n a representation of G on the

Banach space W. An element x E W is almost periodic iff tt(G)x is norm

relatively compact.

Lemma 1. Let G, it, W be as above. If W denotes the set of almost periodic

vectors then, W is a norm closed subset and is the closed linear span of the spaces

S(X), X a finite-dimensional unitary representation of G.

Proof. That W is a norm closed subspace follows readily from the

definitions. If a: G -» 2(G ) is the Bohr compactification of the discrete

version G of G, then there is a unique morphism o(tr): 1(Gd) —* 9>(W ) so

that the diagram

Gd

o ^^\^

o(n)

commutes and which is continuous if 9>(W ) has the simple norm convergence

topology. This is just the universal property for the Bohr compactification [2,

16.1.1]. Now it is known that if p is a strongly continuous representation of a

compact group on a Banach space V, then V is the closed linear span of the

finite-dimensional p irreducible subsets of V. (For V a Hilbert space this is a

basic result in functional analysis. For Banach spaces and even certain locally

convex spaces the result remains correct. Consult the notes [3].) Thus W is

the closed linear span of the finite-dimensional m irreducible subspaces of W.

Observe that if U Q W is finite dimensional and m invariant, then tt\v is

continuous in the simple norm convergence topology. (This follows from the

continuity requirement and the fact that all Hausdorff vector space topologies

coincide on U.) Now any finite-dimensional representation of G is equivalent

to a unitary one, so the lemma follows.    D

Proposition 4. Suppose ttx , tt2 are representations of G on the Banach space
o

W, ^>(W)     the   set   of   operators   almost   periodic   under   the   action   t
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l-> ̂ lis^^xig) ■ H E is a projection such that Ran F is 77, invariant,

Ran (1 - E) is tr2 invariant, then Ran E is %(W) invariant iff (^,77, |Ran£,

772 ¡Rani_£-) is singular for all finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations

XofG.

Proof. The statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2 and

the previous lemma.    □

Proposition 5. Let G be a separable L.C.A. group, 77,, 772 representations of G

on the separable Hilbert space W. Then if E E 77,(G)' D 772(G)' is a s.a.

projection, E is <$>(}¥)  invariant iff

a0\ It(tt,,F))' r1^ Kwj,//)

are singular for all X E G , where F, H are the central covers of E, 1

- E in 77, (G)', 772(G)', respectively.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3 and the lemma. Notice

the convention for the translate of v is xv = ex * v.    D

4. The commutant of <$>(W) . At this point we restrict attention to inner

automorphism groups a: g h> {/ h> 77(g)'77(g) } where G is separable L.C.A.

and 77 a representation of G on a separable Hilbert space W.

Proposition 6. Let 77, g, a be as above. A s.a. projection E E -¡t(G )" is in

%(W)   iff the measures pv \T^E) x(pv |G- _x(î7 £)) are singular for all X E G  .

Proof. Since 77(G)" Q 77(G)' and E, 1 — E are central projections, the

statement follows from Proposition 5.    D

Now let G be a locally compact group, v a finite Borel measure on G, A EG

a Borel set. The measures g(v\A), v\g-a are singular iff there is a Borel set

BQG such that

v\G_A(B) = v(B-A) = 0    and   g(v\A)(G - B) = v(A - g~xB) = 0.

Definition 4. Let G, v be as above. A set A E G is p-almost invariant iff

for all g, „(H,)), "\g-a are singular, v is ergodic iff the only p-almost invariant

sets have p-measure zero or have complements with ^-measure zero.

Clearly if v is discrete then it is ergodic. Also if v is equivalent to Haar

measure on G, v is ergodic. For if v is equivalent to Haar measure then any v-

almost invariant set A is equal to an invariant set B (modulo a set of measure

zero), and this implies v(B) = 0 or v(G — B) = 0, and so v(A) = 0 or

v(G — A) = 0. It is easily verified that the v-almost invariant Borel sets form

a a-ring containing the f-null sets.

Proposition 7. Let it, g, a be as above. Then %(W) is the W*-algebra

generated by {E E 77(G)": r(ir,E) is ¡i^-almost invariant).

Proof. Observe %wf 2 77(G)', so %(wf Q 77(G)". The result is then

immediate from Proposition 6.    □
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It is a simple matter to characterize those it with no almost periodic

operators other than those in 77(G)': This will be the case iïï^W) = 77(G)"

which by Proposition 7 is the case iff every Borel set is p^-almost invariant.

For u^ discrete this can only occur if u^ is concentrated at one point. It is a

consequence of a remarkable theorem of Hewitt and Kakutani that there

exists a nonatomic measure v on any nondiscrete group such that every Borel

set is p-almost invariant. Suppose A3 is a nondiscrete L.C.A. group. By the

Hewitt-Kakutani theorem [5, 5.2.6] there is an independent Cantor set L in K.

The facts we shall use about L are that (1) L is a Cantor set and thus carries

a nonzero nonatomic measure v; (2) if A: G K, k ¥= 1, kL n L contains at

most two points. By (2) if k # 1, then (kv)(L) = v(k~xL) = v(k~xL n L)

= 0 since v is nonatomic. Thus v, kv are singular and, hence, v\K_A, k(v\A) are

singular for every Borel set A E K and every k E K.

From this it follows that any noncompact group has a representation 77 with

purely continuous spectral measure and such that %(W)   = tt(G)'.

At the other extreme, pw is ergodic iff <S>(W) is irreducible. An example of

this is the regular representation of G. For by Plancherel's theorem the spectral

measure of this representation is equivalent to Haar measure on G and thus

is ergodic.
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